Squad Manager Report
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By Ally Mihaylova
This year’s Squad Manager Report contains information for two national competitions, as well as last year’s
EJC. This is due to the fact that Jodo Nationals 2018 were moved earlier in the calendar year, to allow for
sufficient time for squad selection, flights booking and registration entry to the EKF for EJC 2018.
The BKA National Jodo Championship 2017 was held on 10th June 2017 near Leicester. A total of 40 individuals
participated (9 Mudan, 9 Shodan, 5 Nidan, 9 Sandan, 6 Yondan and 2 Godan), with 13 teams in the 2-person
team event and another 7 teams in the Asahi event. The Championship results were as follows:
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The 16th European Jodo Championship (EJC 2017) was held in Heidelberg, Germany early in September – 9th
and 10th Sep 2017. Great Britain had an almost full squad – eleven competitors and one reserve, covering all
dans and coming from nine different dojos. The BKA also had three referees selected by the EKF (full list of the
squad and referees can be found further below) and a few supporters in the delegation.

This EJC was the biggest one to date, with 18 countries and more than 140 participants. It was an emotional
competition, as always very tough and full of both expected and unexpected turns. Our squad members
showed great spirit and kept on fighting, at least one person passing their pools per category.
Our sole Mudan competitor David Findley fought well to
the final, securing a silver medal in his first appearance at
an EJC despite having a number of different tachi
throughout the pools and knockouts (due to shiai-jo
distribution and timings).

The previous European Mudan gold medallist Robert Townson
met all our high expectations and got his second European gold
medal – in Shodan category.

Al Colebourne fought off Lukasz Machura in a
charged and very close final, snatching the Godan
champion title and giving the UK another, lastminute gold medal. Yuki Shima was awarded the
Yondan fighting spirit and our team (Elena West,
Oliver Jarvis and Robert Townson) showed us great
fights, passing a tough pool but losing by a flag to
the overall winners Sweden in the knockouts. A
special honourable mention goes for Mark
Snowdon and Oliver Jarvis, who were relentless
tachi to many of our squad members throughout
the day, including all our medal winners!
Special thanks go to the Squad Coach, Harry Jones Sensei, whose work throughout the year in training and
developing the skills of everyone willing to put the effort at the IT sessions showed what dedication and good
support could achieve! Many thanks also to our supporters, who helped a lot throughout the competition by
filming, helping with directing competitors to the correct shiai-jo and of course encouraging words.
And last but by no means least – a special ‘Thank you’ to Andy Watson for his invaluable help as always with
everything from providing ski cases for transport of weapons, translating at the event, providing the filming
equipment, advice and feedback and more!
Here is some feedback on the EJC 2017, which competitors provided after the event:
Ed Marshall
“The event was well organised by the German Jodo Bund DNBK, and likewise the group was well organised for
the flights and meals due to the Squad Manager. There was a pleasant atmosphere and camaraderie
throughout the trip. It was great to see the squad do well at a junior level and senior level.
My highlight was competing in the individuals as I gain a lot from this practice under pressure. As with all the
grade groups in the EJC, Sandan this year had a high level of talent in it where everyone is very close to each
other in ability and individuals train very hard to stand out. I had a personal best in terms of how far I
progressed through the competition, missing out on a bronze medal by one flag. Whilst this is frustrating for
the overall medal result, it is at least encouraging that it is my first year of Sandan and I have progressed

further than I have ever done before. Moreover, it is an encouraging indicator as it was no easy draw (two
medallists in my three-person pool).
I learned a lot from watching the team competitions (midori keiko). Amongst many things, one specific point
that seemed to emerge throughout the competition, was the ending distance after hikiotoshi/honte uchi and
how this can become a clear difference between competitors. Awase and connection/intent were also a focus
for what I was watching as these things had been emphasised in squad training. I look forward to watching my
matches and analysing them with the squad; to highlight training points/themes to work on over the next year
ahead.”
William Heal
“A highlight for me was having Kurogo Sensei hammer home the point about the importance of good
technique on the tachi side. Many if not most jodoka are also iaidoka and even kendoka. However, the kamae,
movement and intention of the tachi side is often weak, making it difficult for the jo side to develop effective
jodo. I was inspired by Kurogo Sensei’s relentless suburi training to pay more attention to how I do the tachi
side, and drilled my students with suburi practice as soon as I got back to our dojo!
I would like to extend my thanks to the German organising committee for all their hard work (everything
seemed to run very smoothly), the jodo squad selection panel for allowing me the privilege of representing my
country again, Harry for always pushing me to improve and Ally for excellent organisation effort and for
bringing the squad together for an inclusive and good-spirited EJCs.”
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The BKA National Jodo Championship 2018 was held on Saturday 14th April 2018 in Birmingham. After a false
start to the event (originally scheduled for 3rd March and regrettably cancelled due to unusual heavy-snow
conditions), we hosted a slightly smaller number of competitors. However, less participants did not mean
lowered standards, and this was exhibited throughout the day. We saw some heated fights and highlycontested titles, particularly in the Sandan and Yondan/Godan divisions. The competitiveness was

accompanied with good sportsmanship, camaraderie and good spirits, giving the event the usual friendliness
and feeling of family.
A huge ‘Thank you’ for yet another successful and fun event goes to the organisers (primarily our Bucho,
Stojanka Vidinic); Jenni Wilding and the event organisers at the venue, who agreed to change the dates from
March to April; the judges, and Chris Buxton Sensei and Jock Hopson Sensei, who gave all participants not only
their time and attention, but their feedback on the following day; and of course to the participants, who gave
it their all and showed us their dedication and improvement!
Thank you also to Mark Snowdon for making a new shodan trophy which had been lost.
The Championship results were as follows:
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The Nationals this year were followed on the next day by our first Intensive Training (IT) session for the year.
Many of the judges, and particularly Chris Buxton Sensei and Jock Hopson Sensei, had taken the time to write
down detailed personal feedback for most competitors during the Nationals, which our Squad Trainer Harry
Jones Sensei used to form a training plan for an Intensive Training session that truly deserved its name! It was
a grilling, gruelling and immensely useful session, which helped round up the weekend as the best National
Championship experience I’ve had. Thank you, Sensei and fellow jodoka!
I will finish with announcing this year’s Jodo Squad and a reminder that this year’s Jodo Squad points stopped
at the May seminar, starting the count for next year’s squad with the 1st of July IT session in London.
The British Jodo Squad 2018 for this year’s European Jodo Championships 29th-30th September in Budapest,
Hungary, is as follows:
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